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(57) ABSTRACT 

An optical con?guration to illuminate an etalon in a laser 
wavemeter with a minimum level of light intensity. The sys 
tem includes optical components to direct a portion of the 
laser output beam representing the entire cross section of the 
beam, through an etalon positioned in an etalon housing and 
onto a photodetector. A ?rst lens condenses the siZe of the 
beam sample, and a second lens re-collimates the beam 
which then passes into the etalon housing, ensuring that all 
of the spatial components of the beam are adequately 
sampled. A diffractive diffusing element is incorporated into 
the optical path. In a preferred embodiment, the diffractive 
diffusing element is placed within the etalon housing 
between said plano-concave lens and the etalon. In another 
preferred embodiment, the diffusing element is located up 
stream but outside the housing in the optical path. 

11 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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WAVEMETER FOR GAS DISCHARGE LASER 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This is a continuation-in-part Ser. No. 09/273,446 ?led 
Mar. 19, 1999 (now US. Pat. No. 6,018,537) which is a 
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 09/165,593 ?led Oct. 2, 
1998 (US. Pat. No. 5,978,394). This invention relates to 
lasers and, in particular, to a technique for accurately mea 
suring the output wavelength of a gas discharge laser. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Discharge lasers, especially excimer lasers, are being 
increasingly used in the photo lithographic manufacture of 
semiconductor devices. As projection lens technology has 
advanced, the requirements on the control of the laser light 
output have increased. For example, variations in the output 
power, central wavelength and wavelength spectrum of a 
laser source must be minimized to ensure consistent process 
performance. To achieve this control, the output wavelength 
of the laser must be well characterized, and remain stable 
and precisely controlled over a wide range of operating con 
ditions. 

Precise measurements of laser wavelength are needed to 
effect precise control. A typical technique for wavelength 
measurement directs a portion of the laser beam through an 
etalon to create an optical fringe pattern, where the spacing 
of the fringe pattern can be related to wavelength. This 
fringe spacing can be detected with a sensor such as a multi 
element photo diode array, and the resulting measurements 
can be used for a wavelength feedback control system. 

An etalon is an optical device consisting of two ?at 
surfaces, held parallel to high precision, typically to within a 
small fraction of the laser wavelength. These surfaces could 
be opposite sides of a transparent optical element, which is 
referred to as a “solid to etalon”. In another type of 
construction, the etalon could be formed by the adjacent 
surfaces of two transparent optical elements, separated by a 
spacer or spacers with parallel faces. This assembly is often 
referred to as an “air-spaced etalon”, although the gap 
between the two elements could be ?lled with any transpar 
ent ?uid. 

Special coatings can be applied to the surfaces of the eta 
lon to enhance their re?ectivity at a particular wavelength, or 
range of wavelengths. This creates an optical cavity, in 
which constructive and destructive interference of light pass 
ing through the cavity can occur. The nature of this interfer 
ence will depend, among other factors, upon the wavelength, 
spectrum, and direction of the light, the ?atness, parallelism 
and re?ectivity of the optical surfaces, and the optical path 
length between the two cavity surfaces. If some number of 
these factors can be held constant, the nature of the interfer 
ence pattern produced can be measured to provide informa 
tion about the other factors. 

In laser wavelength measurement systems (such systems 
are hereafter called wavemeters), an optical module samples 
a laser output beam, and directs the sampled light through a 
suitably positioned etalon. Since spatial variations of spec 
tral characteristics may exist in any given laser beam, the 
wavemeter should equally sample all portions of the beam to 
determine the wave characteristic of the beam. Such a 
wavemeter system might also provide optical components to 
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2 
form an image of the resulting interference pattern, a detec 
tor to record the pattern, and electronics suitable for analyz 
ing the pattern to measure the wavelength. Such a waveme 
ter was described by two of the present inventors in US. 
patent application Ser. No. 09/165,593 (now US. Pat. No. 
5,978,394) assigned to the present assignee and incorporated 
herein by reference. 
The resulting measurement of wavelength remains 

extremely sensitive to small changes in the optical path 
length in the etalon cavity. In the case of an air-spaced 
etalon, this path length is affected by the spacing of the 
cavity surfaces, and the index of refraction of the ?uid 
between them, both of which may be affected by tempera 
ture changes. The cavity spacing can be controlled in a num 
ber of ways, for example, by constructing the spacers from a 
material known to have high dimensional stability and a low 
and well-characterized coe?icient of thermal expansion. The 
index of refraction of the cavity ?uid is sensitive to the tem 
perature and pressure. Often the etalon is contained in a 
sealed enclosure. This enclosure would necessarily include 
suitable windows. 

The temperature or pres sure of the etalon structure and the 
surrounding ?uid can be monitored to establish the relation 
ship between the temperature and the wavelength measure 
ments. A compensation factor could be applied to correct the 
wavelength measurements for the measured temperature. 
However, a temperature or pressure monitor may not detect 
rapidly occurring thermal variations. 
What is needed is a better method for illuminating an 

etalon in a wavemeter so as to minimize calibration varia 

tions over a wide range of laser operating conditions. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides an optical con?guration to 
illuminate an etalon in a laser wavemeter with a minimum 
level of light intensity. The system includes optical compo 
nents to direct a portion of the laser output beam represent 
ing the entire cross section of the beam, through an etalon 
positioned in an etalon housing and onto a photodetector. A 
?rst lens condenses the size of the beam sample, and a sec 
ond lens re-collimates the beam which then passes into the 
etalon housing, ensuring that all of the spatial components of 
the beam are adequately sampled. A diffractive diffusing 
element is incorporated into the optical path. In a preferred 
embodiment, the diffractive diffusing element is placed 
within the etalon housing between said plano-concave lens 
and the etalon. In another preferred embodiment, the diffus 
ing element is located up stream but outside the housing in 
the optical path. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows the principal elements of a wave meter. 

FIGS. 2A and 2B show views of an etalon. 

FIG. 3 shows an etalon assembly including an etalon 
housing. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing principal features for 
controlling wavelength of an excimer laser. 

FIG. 5 shows the features of a preferred etalon assembly. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Narrowband Spectrum 

Gas discharge lasers may be narrowbanded, using well 
known prior art techniques. The FWHM bandwidth may be 
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greatly reduced (by a factor of almost 800) to about 0.6 pm, 
and the pulse energy is reduced (by only a factor of about 5) 
to about 5 m]. As a result, the intensity of the pulse at the 
desired narroW band is very greatly increased. Typically the 
pulse energy of a narroWband lithography laser is about 5 to 
10 m]. 

As shoWn in FIG. 4, the laser 30 may be tuned to operate 
at any Wavelength Within the laser’s broadband spectrum 
using tuning mirror 36 in line-narroWing module 31. Prefer 
ably the tuning range for ArF lithography is considered to be 
from about 193,300 pm to 193,400 pm. In a preferred 
embodiment, the laser is tuned by pivoting mirror 36 With 
stepper motor 39 so as to slightly change the angle at Which 
the laser beam (expanded by prisms 37A, 37B and 37C) is 
incident on grating 38. 

Measuring Beam Parameters 

FIG. 1 shoWs the layouts of a preferred Wavemeter unit 
120 an absolute Wavelength reference calibration unit 190, 
and a Wavemeter processor 197. 

The optical equipment in these units measure pulse 
energy, Wavelength and bandWidth. These measurements are 
used With feedback circuits to maintain pulse energy and 
Wavelength Within desired limits. The equipment calibrates 
itself by reference to an atomic reference source on the com 
mand from the laser system control processor. 

As shoWn in FIG. 1, the output beam from output coupler 
32 (as shoWn in FIG. 4) intersects partially re?ecting mirror 
170, Which passes about 95.5% of the beam energy as output 
beam 33 and re?ects about 4.5% for pulse energy, Wave 
length and bandwidth measurement. 

Pulse Energy 

About 4% of the re?ected beam is re?ected by mirror 171 
to energy detector 172 Which comprises a very fast photo 
diode 69 Which is able to measure the energy of individual 
pulses Which may be occurring at the rate of 1000 per sec 
ond. The pulse energy is about 5 m], and the output of detec 
tor 69 is fed to a computer controller Which uses a special 
algorithm to adjust the laser charging voltage to precisely 
control the pulse energy of future pulses based on stored 
pulse energy data in order to limit the variation of the energy 
of individual pulses and the integrated energy of series of 
pulses or bursts of pulses. 

Coarse Wavelength Measurement 

About 4% of the beam Which passes through mirror 171 is 
re?ected by mirror 173 through slit 177 to mirror 174, to 
mirror 175, back to mirror 174 and onto echelle grating 176. 
The beam is collimated by lens 178 having a focal length of 
458.4 mm. Light re?ected from grating 176 passes back 
through lens 178, is re?ected again from mirrors 174, and 
then is re?ected from mirror 179 and focused onto the left 
side of 1024-pixel linear photo diode array 180. The spatial 
position of the beam on the photo diode array is a coarse 
measure of the relative nominal Wavelength of the output 
beam. 

Linear Photo Diode Array 

Linear Photo diode array 180 is an integrated circuit chip 
comprising 1024 separate photo diode integrated circuits 
and an associated sample and hold readout circuit. The photo 
diodes are on a 25 micrometer pitch for a total length of 25.6 
mm (about one inch). Each photo diode is 500 micrometer 
long. Photo diode arrays such as this are available from sev 
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4 
eral sources. A preferred supplier is Hamamatsu. In our pre 
ferred embodiment, We use a Model S3903-1024 Which can 
be read at the rate of 2><106 pixels/sec on a FIFO basis in 
Which complete 1024 pixel scans can be read at rates of 2000 
HZ or greater. 

Calculation of Coarse Wavelength 

The coarse Wavelength optics in Wavemeter module 120 
produces a rectangular image of about 0.25 mm><3 mm on 
the left side of photo diode array 180. The ten or eleven 
illuminated photo diodes Will generate signals in proportion 
to the intensity of the illumination received and the signals 
are read and digitiZed by a processor in Wavemeter controller 
197. Using this information and an interpolation algorithm 
controller 197 calculates the center position of the image. 

This position (measured in pixels) is converted into a 
coarse Wavelength value using tWo calibration coe?icients 
and assuming a linear relationship betWeen position and 
Wavelength. These calibration coe?icients are determined by 
reference to an atomic Wavelength reference source. For 
example, the relationship betWeen image position and Wave 
length might be the folloWing algorithm: 

7»=(2.3 pm/pixel)P+l9l,625 pm 

Where P=coarse image central positions. 

Fine Wavelength Measurement 

About 95% of the beam Which passes through mirror 173 
as shoWn in FIG. 1 is re?ected off mirror 182 through lens 
183 onto a diffuser at the input to etalon assembly 184. The 
beam exiting etalon 184 is focused by a 458.4 mm focal 
length lens in the etalon assembly and produces interference 
fringes on the middle and right side of linear photo diode 
array 180 after being re?ected off tWo mirrors as shoWn in 
FIG. 1. 

The spectrometer must measure Wavelength and band 
Width substantially in real time. Because the laser repetition 
rate may be 1000 HZ or higher, it is necessary to use algo 
rithms Which are accurate but not computationally intensive 
in order to achieve the desired performance With economical 
and compact processing electronics. Calculational algorithm 
therefore preferably should use integer as opposed to ?oat 
ing point math, and mathematical operations should prefer 
ably be computation e?icient (no use of square root, sine, 
log, etc.). 

Improved Etalon 

Conventional etalon mounting schemes typically employ 
an elastomer to mount the optical elements to the surround 
ing structure, to constrain the position of the elements but 
minimiZe forces applied to the elements. A compound com 
monly used for this is room-temperature vulcaniZing sili 
cone (RTV). HoWever, various organic vapors emitted from 
these elastomers can deposit onto the optical surfaces, 
degrading their performance. In order to prolong etalon per 
formance lifetime, it is desirable to mount the etalon in a 
sealed enclosure that does not contain any elastomer com 
pounds. 
A preferred embodiment includes an improved etalon 

assembly shoWn at 184 in FIG. 1. This etalon assembly is 
shoWn in detail in FIGS. 3, 2A and 2B. The fused silica 
etalon 79 itself is comprised of a top plate 80 having a ?ange 
81 and a loWer plate 82, both plates being comprised of 
premium grade fused silica. The etalon is designed to pro 
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duce fringes having free spectral range of 20.00 pm at 
193.35 nm When surrounded by gas With an index of refrac 
tion of 1.0003 and a ?nesse equal to or greater than 25. Three 
fused silica spacers 83 With ultra loW thermal expansion 
separate the plates and are 934 micrometer :1 micrometer 
thick. These hold the etalon together by optical contact using 
a technique Well knoWn in the optics manufacturing art. The 
re?ectance of the inside surfaces of the etalon are each about 
88 percent and the outside surfaces are anti-re?ection 
coated. The transmission of the etalon is about 50 percent. 

The etalon 79 is held in place in aluminum housing 84 
only by gravity and three loW force springs 86 pressing the 
?ange against three pads not shoWn but positioned on 120 
degree centers under the bottom edge of ?ange 81 at the 
radial location indicated by leader 85. A clearance of only 
0.004 inch along the top edge of ?ange 81 at 87 assures that 
the etalon Will remain approximately in its proper position. 
This close tolerance ?t also ensures that if any shock or 
impulse is transferred to the etalon system through the 
mounting, the relative velocities betWeen the optical compo 
nents and the housing contact points Will be kept to a mini 
mum. Other optical components of etalon assembly 184 
include diffuser 88, WindoW 89 and focusing lens 90 having 
a focal length of 458.4 mm. 

The diffuser 88 may be a standard prior art diffuser com 
monly used up-stream of an etalon to produce a great variety 
of incident angles needed for the proper operation of the 
etalon. A problem With prior art diffusers is that about 90 
percent of the light passing through the diffuser is not at a 
useful angle and consequently is not focused on the photo 
diode array. This Wasted light, hoWever, adds to the heating 
of the optical system and can contribute to degradation of 
optical surfaces. In a much preferred embodiment, a diffrac 
tive lens array is used as the diffuser 88. With this type of 
diffuser, a pattern is produced in the diffractive lens array 
Which scatters the light thoroughly but only Within an angle 
of about 5 degrees. The result is that about 90 percent of the 
light falling on the etalon is incident at useful angles and a 
much greater portion of the light incident on the etalon is 
ultimately detected by the photo diode array. The result is the 
light incident on the etalon can be greatly reduced Which 
greatly increases optical component life. Applicants estimate 
that the incident light can be reduced to less than 5% or 10% 
of prior art values With equivalent light on the photo diode 
array. 

Better Collimation 

FIG. 5 shoWs features of a preferred embodiment provid 
ing even further reduction of light intensity passing through 
the etalon. This embodiment is similar to the embodiment 
shoWn in FIGS. 1, 2A, 2B and 3. The sample beam from 
mirror 182 (approximately 15 mm><3 mm) passes upWard 
through condensing lens 400 and is then re-collimated by 
lens 402. The beam noW colliminated and reduced in dimen 
sion to about 5 mm><1 mm passes through etalon housing 
WindoW 404 and then passes through a diffractive diffusing 
element 406 Which in this case (for anArF laser) is a diffrac 
tive diffusing element provided by Mems Optical Corpora 
tion. The element is part number D023-193 Which converts 
substantially all 193 nm light in any incoming collimated 
beam of any cross sectional con?guration into a beam 
expanding in a ?rst direction at 2° and in a second direction 
perpendicular to the ?rst direction at 4°. Lens 410 then 
“focuses” the expanding beam onto a rectangular pattern 
covering photodiode array 180 shoWn in FIG. 1. The active 
area of the photo diode array is about 0.5 mm Wide and 25.6 
mm long and the spot pattern formed by lens 410 is about 15 
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6 
mm><30 mm. Diffractive diffusing element thoroughly mixes 
the spacial components of the beam but maintains substan 
tially all of the beam energy Within the 20 and 4° limits so 
that the light passing through the etalon can be substantially 
reduced and ef?ciently utiliZed. The reader should recogniZe 
that further reductions in beam energy passing through the 
etalon could be realiZed by reducing the spot pattern in the 
short dimension of the photo diode array. HoWever, further 
reductions to less than 15 mm Will make optical alignment 
more dif?cult. Therefore, the designer should consider the 
spot pattern siZe to be a trade-off issue. 

In another system designed for a KrF laser operating at 
about 248.327 nm a similar design is provided With adjust 
ments for Wavelength. In this embodiment lens 400 has a 
focal length of about 50 mm. (The lens is Melles Griot Cor 
poration part number OILQP001.) Collimating lens 402 has 
a focal length of —20 mm (EVI Laser Corporation part num 
ber PLCC-10.0-10.3-UV). The diffractive diffusing element 
406 is Mems Optical Corporation part number DO23-248. 
In this embodiment and in the ArF embodiment, the spacing 
betWeen the tWo lenses can be properly positioned With 
spacer 416. Applicants estimate that the energy of the beam 
passing through the etalon With the laser operating at 2000 
HZ is about 10 mW and is not suf?cient to cause signi?cant 
thermal problems in the etalon. 

In other preferred embodiments, the beam could be 
alloWed to come to a focus betWeen lenses 400 and 402. 
Appropriate lenses Would in this case be chosen using Well 
knoWn optical techniques. 

While particular embodiments of the present invention 
have been shoWn and described, it Will be obvious to those 
skilled in the art that changes and modi?cations may be 
made Without departing from this invention in its broader 
aspects. For example, other diffractive diffusing elements 
are available With expansion angles Wider or narroWer than 
the 2° and 4° angles referred to above. Preferably, hoWever, 
expansion angles should be less than 10°. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A Wavemeter for measuring Wave properties of a laser 

beam of a gas discharge laser, said Wavemeter comprising: 
A) a ?rst optical train, comprising at least tWo optical 

elements, for converting a portion of said laser beam 
into a substantially collimated sample beam spatially 
representative of the laser beam; 

B) a diffractive diffusing element con?gured to diffuse 
said sample beam into a diffused beam Which is 
expanding at angles of less than 10 degrees; 

C) an etalon system positioned in said diffused beam, said 
etalon system comprising: 
1) an etalon housing, and 
[2) tWo WindoWs permitting light to enter said housing, 

and] 
[3] 2) an etalon positioned Within said housing; 

D) a detector array; and 
E) a second optical train, comprising at least one focusing 

optical element, for focusing a beam exiting said etalon 
system onto said detector array; 

Wherein said etalon produces interference fringe patterns on 
said detector array, said fringe patterns being indicative of 
Wavelength and bandWidth of said laser beam of said gas 
discharge laser. 

2. A Wavemeter as in claim 1 Wherein said diffractive 
diffusing element is a diffractive lens array. 

3. A Wavemeter as in claim 2 Wherein said diffractive lens 
array is con?gured to scatter light Within an angle of about 5 
degrees. 
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4. A WaVemeter as in claim 3 wherein said lens is con?g 
ured to scatter light Within an angle of about 2 degrees in a 
?rst dimension and about 4 degrees in a second dimension. 

5. A WaVemeter as in claim 1 Wherein said ?rst optical 
train comprises condensing lens and a recollimating lens for 
cross section reduction of the sample beam. 

6. A WaVemeter as in claim 1 Wherein said etalon com 
prises an upper plate and a loWer plate and three fused silica 
spacers separating said upper and plate. 

7. A WaVemeter as in claim 6 Wherein said spacers are 
about 934 micrometeril micrometers thick. 

8. A WaVemeter as in claim 6 Wherein said upper plate 
comprises a support ?ange for supporting said upper and 
loWer plates. 

8 
9. A WaVemeter as in claim 8 Wherein said upper and 

loWer plates and said spaces are held together by optical 
contact. 

10. A WaVemeter as in claim 1 Wherein said diffractive 
diffusing element is con?gured to diffuse said sample beam 
into a beam substantially all of Which is diverging at angles 
of less than 2 degrees in a ?rst direction and diverging at 
angles of less than 4 degrees in a second direction perpen 
dicular to said ?rst direction. 

11. A WaVemeter as in claim 1 Wherein said at least tWo 
optical elements in said ?rst beam train are tWo lenses. 


